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Learning Objectives

On successful completion of this Learning Unit, the participants will be able to:

● Address a group of people; explain facts or thoughts; and actively listen.
● Inform others about facts or ideas.
● Make use of your body language.



Topic 1: What is conveying and exchanging information and ideas?

● Being able to convey and exchange information is an essential and fundamental skill that allows one to speak formally 

and informally for different purposes, to listen to others and to respond to their contributions or concerns. 

● Communication is the process of establishing connection or link between two points for information exchange or 

practically the process of conveying and exchanging information at a distance. 

●Whether  human beings or two systems, communication involves the transfer of information from a sender to receiver 

and therefore it allows one to explain ideas, to report them and to use questioning techniques.



Topic 2: Why is it important? 

The word communication has been derived from the Latin word ‘communis’ which means ‘common’. Thus,

communication means sharing of ideas in common. “When we communicate,” says Wibur Schramn, “We are trying to

establish a “commonness’ with someone. That is we are trying to share information, an idea or an attitude. The essence of

communication is getting the receiver and the sender ‘turned’ together for a particular message.”

According to the shorter Oxford English Dictionary, communication means “the imparting, conveying or exchange of

ideas, knowledge, etc., whether by speech, writing or signs.” Communication takes place when one person transfers

information and understanding to another person. It refers to the exchange of ideas, feelings, emotions, knowledge and

information between two or more persons.



Topic 2: Why is it important? 

There is a communication when you talk or listen to someone. For instance, an educator while delivering his lecture

communicates to his learners. But if he speaks or writes in a language which is not understandable to his learners, there is

no communication. When you read a book, its author communicates to you. But communication does not mean merely

written or oral messages.

It includes everything that may be used to convey meanings from one person to another, e.g., movement of lips or the wink

of an eye or the wave of hands may convey more meaning than even written or spoken words. In fact, communication is

the process of conveying message from one person to another so that they are understood. In business management, ideas,

objectives, orders, appeals, observations, instructions, suggestions etc. have to be exchanged among the managerial

personnel and their subordinates operating at different levels of the organization for the purpose of planning and

executing the business policies.



Topic 3: Sample texts on how to mention it on the CV

● Ability to communicate information
● Ability to speak in front of a group
● Ability to present the facts or concepts
● Ability to use questioning techniques



Topic 4: TSC assessment criteria

.

Criteria Competent Need improvement

Explain Facts Or Thoughts

Make use of his body language

Inform others about facts or ideas

Attentive speaking in front of a group

There main criteria for assessing this TSC are the aspects mentioned below. According to them, educators can guide their learners in

their improvement process. The learner can be assessed as “competent” or “need improvement”. The educator can add specific

comments for each learner in the respective boxes. Please refer to the Intellectual Output 2: Be Creative! Handbook for educators for

further guidelines on assessment criteria.



Activities



Activity 1 : Question Quadrant

Objectives of the activity

● to ask questions in order to convey information

● to internalise the habit of thinking and asking questions

● to use suggestions in an inquiry

● to express thoughts, facts or ideas

● to use questioning techniques

● to report facts or ideas



Activity 1 : Question Quadrant

TSC addressed by the activity

● Communicate and exchange data

● Question about information

● Tell the other facts or ideas.



Activity 1 : Question Quadrant

Materials

● Question Quadrant

● Question sheets

● A blank sheet of sheet for information, pens...



Activity 1 : Question Quadrant

The pitch

The activity consists of exchanging and   writing an information on reflection sheet.

This activity can be done alone or in groups of up to 4.

A time of collective restitution can be planned: each one presents his work which allows to reflect collectively 
on the links with the questions and related information



Activity 1 : Question Quadrant

Procedure

1. The educator will tell the participants that s/he is going to ask them about their favourite nostalgic TV shows that will take

them to their childhood and why, adding that there is a ‘magical word’ with which they can supply their preferences and

reasons

2. While describing their preferences and opinions about their favourite TV shows from their childhood, they find out that the

magical word is ‘because’.

3. The educator wants the participants to keep the word ‘because’ handy because they might need it to give a reason for what

they say.

4. The participants are introduced to a story/scene from a nostalgic cartoon show: “Pooh and Piglet can be seen trudging

along a snowy track. The day is clear, but the sun is low, and it casts a yellowish-orange glow over the scene. Piglet is

wrapped in the woollens and a scarf, while Pooh has nothing on but an old short-sleeved top that is several sizes too small

for him. Piglet says to Pooh touchingly. ‘We’ll be friends forever, won’t we Pooh?’ ‘Even longer’ Pooh replies.



Activity 1 : Question Quadrant

Procedure

5. Some previously written questions are given to the participants about this little story/ scene:

-Is the season summer or winter?

-Who is dressed more warmly, Pooh or Piglet?

-Who wrote the stories about Pooh and Piglet?

-What are the names of the other characters in their stories?

-Where are Pooh and Piglet going?

-Why isn’t Pooh dressed more warmly?

- Is it important to have life-long friendships?

- Can something last more than forever?

6.              After each participant reads out their given  questions, the educator introduces the question quadrant on the wall and 
explains the question categories accordingly. The participants place their questions in the question quadrant giving their reasons 
with ‘because’..



Activity 1 : Question Quadrant

Questions for discussion among participants

● Did we build on others’ ideas?

● Did we search for other possibilities?

● Did we look at different points of views?

● How good were the questions asked today?

● Did we sufficiently examine the concepts we used?

● How good were the reasons we gave for what we said?



Activity 1 : Question Quadrant

Intergenerational aspect

This practical activity is - by its nature - an intergenerational activity.

In mixed groups with different ages, questioning skills can be considered regarding the age. In this way, the sense of

being community can be empowered.



Activity 2 : Borderline Cases

Objectives of the activity

● To discover many of the criteria that implicitly govern concepts.

● To explore concepts in depth.

● To argue one’s choice.

● To give reasons for the claims made



Activity 2 : Borderline Cases

TSC addressed by the activity

● Conveying and exchanging information.

● Collaborating with others in teams and networks



Activity 2 : Borderline Cases

Materials

• Speaking cards 

• Just-unjust-? scheme

• Alive-not alive scheme



Activity 2 : Borderline Cases

The pitch

This activity is for approximately 10-20 people.

A time of collective restitution is planned. 

Each team presents its methodology for explaining the facts/ ideas.



Activity 2 : Borderline Cases

Procedure

1. One of the most useful tools for conceptual exploration is the problematic or borderline case. If we wish to think about what makes something fair, for example, it

can be very helpful to consider cases that are neither fair nor clearly unfair. Before introducing the case to the participants, the educator hands out the cards and

the participants categorize the following concepts in accordance with their being alive or not.

-the wind

-the sun

-a stone

-thoughts

-a seed

-a boiled egg



Activity 2 : Borderline Cases

Procedure

2. The participants explain the reasons why they categorized concepts,

3. The educator emphasizes that a concept like ‘being alive’ has a history and our understanding of what makes something alive is scientific

knowledge.

4. The educator hands out the following new concepts asking the participants to categorize them as “ART” and “NOT ART”:

-a bird’s nest

-a photograph

-an idea

-an architect’s drawing

-rocks shaped by the weather

-a spider’s web

-a child’s scribble

-a drawing made by computer

- a graffiti sprayed on the wall

-a colourful hat

The participants can be given a few minutes to discuss and explain the reasons why they categorized concepts.



Activity 2 : Borderline Cases

Procedure

5. Similarly the participants are given some cases to be categorized as “JUST” or “UNJUST” . They will leave the concepts to “?”

category if they are unsure of the reason.



Activity 2 : Borderline Cases

Procedure

6. After debating upon the categorization of the given cases, the educator gives a final tip to make notes on the criteria:

● necessary something that falls under the concept need to have the attribute,

● merely commonplace: paradigm cases commonly, even though now not perpetually have the characteristic,

● enough: having the attribute, or set of the attributes, is all that is required for something to fall beneath the idea.

7. Finally, the participants are asked to summarize the activity with one word/ concept.



Activity 2 : Borderline Cases

Questions for discussion among participants

● Did we look at different points of views?

● Did everyone get a chance to contribute?

● Did we explore our disagreements reasonably?

● Did we deepen our understanding of any significant idea?

● Did we make good progress in answering our questions?



Activity 2 : Borderline Cases

Intergenerational aspect

This activity can be considered as an intergenerational activity and is suitable for mixed different age groups,

regarding the skills of conveying and exchanging information and collaborating with others in teams and

networks. Different perspectives can be considered in line with participants’ experiences.



Further Readings



Copyright Disclaimer

All audio-visual material was accessed freely from free online stock image platforms and/or YouTube and apply 

fair use laws without intention to breach any copyrights. If you feel that copyrights were violated, kindly contact 

us at https://becreativeproject.eu/ to resolve the matter in a restorative justice manner. 

https://becreativeproject.eu/
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